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Guest Editorial

Letters to the Editor
Dr. Everet W. Witzel ’62 writes in response to the “From the Dean” article printed in the
July-September 2012 issue, which was written by Dr. H. Roger Hadley ’74 remembering
his uncle (Gordon G. Hadley ’44-B) and reflecting on his recent passing.

The Class Bond:
A Vehicle for Doing Good
by Dr. Allen Brandt ’52

Dr. Witzel writes,
Dr. Allen Brandt ’52 at his home in Oroville, Calif.

A

chemistry that is rarely studied during medical school, and yet always present, is that which
develops within each graduating class. It is not uncommon to watch a class “personality”
develop—a shared focus, a unique bond. The class of 1952 reveals how the bond they formed during
medical school has lasted over 50 years, serving as a vehicle to provide healthcare around the world.
Soon after their first meeting, the class of 1952 recognized a common spirit among them—a
passion for service. After much discussion, the class decided they wanted to support members
who would choose to do mission medicine, whether in their own country or one foreign to them.
As a class, they organized a corporation called Medical Missionaries, Inc. (MMI) through which
they could channel financial support when colleagues went “on appointment.” The articles of the
corporation read, “—the purpose for said corporation is to promote, foster and support medical
missions throughout the world; to build, conduct and maintain medical missions, clinics, schools,
and hospitals; and to promote harmony with close cooperation between medical missionaries and
ministerial missionaries—as far as possible, caring for children of medical missionaries in foreign
lands.”
To date, more than $800,000 has been provided to facilitate various projects. In addition,
numerous pieces of equipment were sent to mission stations. These included hospital beds, x-ray
machines, autoclaves, 02 tents, anesthesia machines, incubators, an operating table, public address
systems, recovery room equipment, diathermy packs, and other requested items.
In 1962, MMI started paying monthly stipends to classmates still in mission service, starting
with $100 a month and increasing to $300 as funds became available. These funds were given for
the personal use of those class members. Often, we received reports that the money had come just in
time to repair the x-ray machine, the generator or some other important piece of equipment.
Not only has MMI been an organization to support classmates, but also has been a force
contributing to class spirit and camaraderie that would not have survived without it. The class of
1952 has had 50 class reunions, one every year since graduation. They plan to have a few more before
that Grand Reunion which is everyone’s Hope.
Approximately one third of the class has engaged in mission service, collectively serving 160
years. The following list reflects those physicians who were supported by Medical Missionaries, Inc. t
Bernarr Johnson ’52—Ethiopia
Hubert Sturges ’52—Ethiopia
George Juler ’52—Thailand
Byron Eller ’52—Thailand
Ira Bailie ’52—Paraguay
Jess Holm ’52—Indonesia
Arthur Bergman—French Cameroon
Margaret ’52 and Jack Provonsha ’53-A—Alaska
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Stanley Wilkinson ’52—Pakistan
Maurice Butler ’52—Mexico
Raymond Neufeld ’52—Mexico
Cuthbert Arthur—Trinidad
Maher Bishai ’52—Libya
William Brown ’52—Benghazi
Armando Hernandez ’52—Mexico
Herbert Holness ’52—Jamaica

Roy Jutzy ’52—Philippines
Henry Novak ’52—Vietnam and Indonesia
Merle Peterson ’52—Singapore
Don Schwisow ’52—Bolivia

“I

appreciated Dr. G. Gordon Hadley while
he served in various positions. Once when
on his bike ride to the Loma Linda University
campus, something required him to stop
suddenly. He squeezed the brakes, pressing the
front wheel brake harder than the stepping force
for the rear wheel brakes, sending him flying
head over heels with outreached arms onto the
pavement in front of his bicycle. He saved his
head from injury, but at the expense of bilateral
hand abrasions and two fractured wrists!
Another memory of mine about Dr.
Hadley is from the late 1960’s my wife JoAn
and I returned to campus where I was teaching
histology and neuroanatomy. One day, Dr.
Hadley, who was serving as the School of
Medicine associate dean, voiced his concern

about the length of my sideburns. He was
concerned that my example might make it
difficult for Dr. David B. Hinshaw, Sr. ’57 and
him to manage the medical students dress code.
I said, “Some men have goatees, Dr. Hinshaw
has a mustache, and I have sideburns; therefore,
give me a copy of your dress code for the medical
students, and I will comply.” Later that very day
as I walked from Shryock Hall to the street, an
elderly retiree was walking along the sidewalk. He
stopped, turned in my direction and exclaimed,
“I love your sideburns!” So I told him of Dr.
Hadley’s expressed concern, and he chuckled as
he said, “When I was a young Adventist pastor, it
was considered inappropriate for a pastor to shave off
his beard, being considered as sort of worldly!” t

Cindy Crawford Lawson writes in response to “Practicing in the Warm Heart of Africa,” an
article printed in the October-December 2012 issue highlighting the work of three alumni
serving in Malawi.

Cindy Lawson writes,
“Thank-you for focusing on the “Warm Heart of Africa” in your recent issue. It’s great to read
of the impact these ‘young’ LLU graduates are having in such a needy area. Kenneth Lawson ’78-A
also served as general surgeon—and at times, the medical director, for Malamulo Hospital in 19861992. He continues to volunteer there when Dr. Ryan Hayton ’05 is on furlough, including two
times in the last 12 months. It is also interesting that Dr. Hayton grew up in Malamulo in the years
mentioned above—information that might make a nice follow-up to your stories of Malawi.” t
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School of Medicine News
General Surgery Residency Launches Malawi Rotation
The LLUMC General Surgery residency program has recently
established a formal, standing rotation in which every fourth year
resident has the opportunity to rotate for two months at Malamulo
Hospital in Malawi, under the supervision of Ryan Hayton ’05,
Assistant Professor of Surgery. The program is financed in part by a
generous grant from the Martinson Clinic Foundation, which was
created by Elmer Martinson ’42. The introduction of this rotation
increases the surgical capacity in Malawi by 13%.
Matthew Roos ’09––the first resident to participate in this
rotation––recently returned after an outstanding two months. He
recalls this memorable experience:
Matthew Roos operates with
Ryan Hayton in Malamulo, Malawi.
“The acceptance my patients and their families showed for their
condition and treatments was very memorable. I remember a patient
with esophageal cancer that I performed an esophagectomy on in particular. As his hospitalization lengthened
and several additional procedures were performed, I expected his patience to wane and his hope to falter. But
he was truly brave and his strength inspired me. He trusted me unwaveringly to do what was best for him. I
was humbled by that responsibility.” t

Faculty and Students in First Global Health Care Conference

Dr. Tammi Thomas ’87 leads three senior students––
Lynn Parker-Kahn, Uoo Kim, and David Carrick––in a
simulation as part of their Emergency Medicine rotation.
Regarding the opportunity to participate in medical
simulations, Carrick said “It’s a great opportunity to practice
working as a group of peers to test our clinical knowledge
in a safe environment.” For more information about the
Medical Simulation Center, please visit www.llu.edu/msc.

Dr. Zhang, MD, PhD and Dr. Fletcher, PhD Receive NIH Awards

In October, Loma Linda University held its first Global
Health Care Conference in collaboration with Adventist Health
International (AHI). International representatives visited the
campus to discuss sustainable health care development for
Adventist hospitals and clinics around the world. Additional topics
included practical tools to strengthen mission hospitals, issues
unique to various populations, and the role of spirituality in health
care. LLUSM faculty and students participated in various aspects
of the conference.
One session featuring LLUSM faculty was entitled “Faithful
Bioethics Worldwide”, led by Katja Ruh ’91, Assistant Professor
Gerald Winslow and Katja Ruh ’91
of Medicine, and Gerald Winslow, PhD, Associate Scholar for
facilitate the discussion on bioethics.
the Center for Christian Bioethics and Professor in the School
of Religion. They opened the floor for discussion about the complexities of medical ethics in different
communities, populations, and cultures. Both facilitators urged attendees to establish bioethics committees in
their respective hospitals and clinics to address these complex issues. t

The National Institutes of Health recently announced two new R01 awards to researchers within the
Department of Basic Science. John Zhang, MD, PhD, Vice Chair of Physiology, has received an award of
$1,957,000 from the National Institute for Neurological Disorders and Stroke for his study entitled “Harness
Germinal Matrix Hemorrhage”. One in every 300 newborn babies in the United States has bleeding into the
brain tissues during or immediately after labor. This bleeding may be fatal or cause lifelong disabilities that
not only affect the baby, but will also impact the lives of parents and communities. Dr. Zhang endeavers to
identify why bleeding in the brain causes water accumulation (hydrocephalus), which damages surrounding
brain tissues and leads to long-term disability. Current surgical treatment (shunting) is invasive. His proposed
non-invasive pharmacological treatment strategies, if proved beneficial, will potentially impact the clinical
management of this devastating condition.
Hansel Fletcher, PhD, Vice Chair of Microbiology, received an award of $1,840,500 from the National
Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research for his proposal entitled “ECF Sigma Factors in Adaptation
and Virulence of Porphyromonas Gingivalis.” The goal of this research is to characterize the system(s) that
allows the pathogen Porphyromonas gingivalis to sense and adapt to the harsh environmental conditions of
the periodontal pocket. The success of this bacterium as an important cause of gum disease suggests that these
systems are vital for its survival. Essential components of these systems are prime targets for the development
of novel therapeutics. t

Interprofessional Learning Improves Quality of Care

Upcoming Events

Find the School of Medicine Online

March 1-4 – APC 2013
March 30 – Orlando Alumni Luncheon
April 13 – Asheville Alumni Luncheon

Website: medicine.llu.edu
Facebook: facebook.com/llusm
Twitter: @LLUMedSchool
Student Blog: llusm.wordpress.com

It is said that health care professionals learn in separate schools but, to successfully practice their
profession, must work in teams. A strong case has been put forward for all health care students to experience
shared learning as part of their preparation for professional practice.1-3
Interprofessional learning (IPL) is most often defined as “occasions when two or more professionals
learn with, from and about each other to improve collaboration and the quality of care” (Centre for the
Advancement of Interprofessional Education). The World Health Organization (WHO) suggests that IPL’s
focus is to develop collaborative practice where health workers from different professional backgrounds work
together. This demands educational approaches that facilitate working together with a common commitment,
purpose, and mutual respect.
The recent LLU Annual Faculty Colloquium highlighted IPL. Featured speaker John C. Baldwin, MD
is a university administrator, scholar, educator, and a cardio-thoracic surgeon as well as a national leader in
health care policy. Dr. Baldwin defined IPL and discussed national best practices. t
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Loma Linda University has an Interprofessional Taskforce, with representatives from all schools, that
is currently working to identify and innovate best practices in IPL for this campus. LLUSM’s Medical
Simulation Center is a venue that lends itself well toward interprofessional training in teams. t

Visit llusmaa.org for more information.

Areskog NH. The need for multi-professional health education in undergraduate studies. Med Educ 1988;
22:251±2. 2 World Health Organization. Learning together to work together for health. Report of a WHO Study on
Multi-Professional Education for Health Personnel. WHO Technical Report Series 769, Geneva: WHO; 1988.
3
Funnell P. Exploring the value of Interprofessional shared learning. In: Interprofessional Relations in Health Care.
(ed. by K Soothill, L Mackay & C Webb). London: Edward Arnold; 1995. pp.163±71.
1
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From the Dean

n June 23, 1905 our founder, Ellen White, wrote the following in a letter about the soonto-open medical school at Loma Linda: “We shall need the very best physicians that can be
secured. Men and women who are faithful and true and who will live in constant dependence upon
the great Healer. Men and women who will humble their hearts before God and believe His word.
Men and women who will keep their eyes fixed on their teacher and counselor, Lord Jesus Christ.”
The School of Medicine’s remarkable 103-year history of educating competent, compassionate
physicians while remaining closely aligned with the founding vision has occurred for a number of
reasons. First and foremost, our School of Medicine faculty support our mission. We also maintain
a steadfast focus of identifying future faculty early in their careers, even while they are enrolled as
medical students or residents. Nurturing promising and mission-aligned future faculty has been
successful because of the commitment of the school’s departmental chairs. They play a key role in
identifying those individuals who not only believe in the school’s purpose but also are energized
by serving as teaching faculty who will mentor the next generation of physicians with a continuing
focus on whole person care.
While dean of the medical school, Dr. B. Lyn Behrens, developed a relationship with a member
of the Griffis family in Florida. Excited about Loma Linda University’s unique values in medical
education where spirituality is considered an integral part of effective patient care, this individual
bequeathed nearly $5 million of her estate for medical student scholarships. It is the
interest earned from this benevolent gift that provides substantial scholarships to
senior medical students who not only have been identified as outstanding prospects
for teaching faculty, but also have a strong sense to give back to their school as highly
trained and competent specialists. Each year, up to eight scholarships are awarded
to selected senior students who then make a commitment to return to their alma
mater after graduate medical specialty training.
Remaining focused on our original mission requires an aggressive program
to identify future faculty. It is a recognized fact that any organization, including
schools of higher education, will take on the values and characteristics of its
faculty leaders.
Perhaps the most important project of our university’s Vision 2020 program
(campus transformation campaign that will set the course for the next decade at
LLU) is that it provides additional and much needed financial support for the
Deferred Faculty Appointment (DFA) Program. Having a substantial number of
qualified clinicians requires a minimum of ten years advanced planning. Securing
and being good stewards of these resources to identify future leaders, practitioners
and researchers is the single most important earthly thing we can do to realize
the School of Medicine’s success and remain true to our mission between now and
Christ’s return to this earth.
Please consider the Deferred Faculty Appointment Program in your prayers and
your financial gifts. The School of Medicine’s future depends on it. t

coMing dEcEMBER 2013

EvEning Rounds
d a i LY d E v o t i o n a L s t o R i E s

Evening Rounds will be available for the 2013 holiday season.
In the meantime, please enjoy this preview.
“So I saw that there is nothing better for a man than to enjoy his work, because that is his
lot. For who can bring him to see what will happen after him?” Ecclesiastes 3:22

i

t is evening. The sun has dipped below the horizon to the west. Below him, the
lights of the Medical center compete with the last blushes of rose and purple on the
mountains. For over fifty years he has sat on this hilltop watching his beloved college
of Medical Evangelists transform into a bustling, world-renowned institute. Why did
he come here so long ago, and why has he never left?
is it the once peaceful, sleepy valley with its orange groves and winter haze of
smudge? The noon whistle blowing from atop the hill or the broadcast of chimes at
sundown on Friday evening which still echo in his mind? The town where everyone
knows your name? He can hardly distinguish the old campus now, with its new
bookends of the Medical center and centennial complex.
is it because of the giants who walked the halls before him, such as Evans, Mortensen,
MacPherson, and shryock? His own eyes are dimming but their vision never failed
as they continued in faith to establish a school for healing and medical evangelism.
Providence after providence showed that the little lady who had stood on Mound
Hill and proclaimed that such a school was needed had the inspiration of one who
could see all things, know all things. He thinks of his own colleagues like small,
Hadley, and smith who helped the school to continue to be a light into the twentyfirst century. Has he helped to fulfill their dreams?

School of Medicine Dean
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You
to everyone who helped us

reach our goal

by submitting stories for

EvEning

Rounds
if you have more experiences to share, or didn’t
get a chance to submit yet, please send in your
stories. We’d love to read them and may use them
in future LLusM publications.

is it the challenge and excitement of making diagnoses which will ever
affect the course of a life, the relief of “benign” or the sinking thud of
“malignant”? He has seen so much change as new technologies probe
ever deeper into the body and help to clarify the nature of each cell.
When he began his career, autopsies were the “final answer,” but who
even does them any longer?
is it the joy of shaping eager young minds into future physicians, dentists,
nurses, and therapists? countless students have sat through his lectures
and listened to his soft-spoken “pearls” of wisdom. His face lights up as
he remembers their visits during aPc and other homecomings when
they recall his help and concern in guiding them along the path to their
professions. He is amazed that he has even taught the offspring of some
of those students. is that why he never wished to leave?
“so i saw that there is nothing better for a man than to enjoy his work,
because that is his lot. For who can bring him to see what will happen
after him?” (Ecclesiastes 3:22).
it is evening. it is enough.

H. Roger Hadley ’74

Thank

Bo Ying Wat, ’49 and his daughter
Karen Wat Nielsen, ’76-B

“He” is Bo Ying Wat, ’49. He began his career as an instructor in pathology at CME/LLUSM
in 1952, was LLUSMAA Honored Alumnus in 1993 and received the LLU Distinguished
Service Award in 2002. Written by his daughter Karen Wat Nielsen, ’76-B.

For more information or to submit a story for future publications:
www.llu.edu/evening-rounds | evening-rounds@llu.edu | (909) 558-4481
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Promoting Preventive Medicine
Interview with
Dr. Neal Barnard
Neal Barnard, M.D., is a best-selling author,
researcher and health advocate. He has been
featured on PBS and CNN, as well as featured
in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times,
Newsweek, and The Washington Post. He is
also the founder and president of the Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine (PCRM)
in Washington D.C. Dr. Barnard will be
a featured speaker at 6th International
Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition at Loma
Linda University February 24-26, 2013.

by Heather Reifsnyder
You will be speaking at the International
Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition in Loma
Linda. What made you decide to do that?
It’s a wonderful venue for getting an
important health message out to a very large and
influential audience. But I also really appreciate
the opportunity to hear from other presenters. The
program is very, very rich and clinically useful. It’s a
unique conference.

You have been very involved in researching and
promoting preventive medicine. What is your
vision for the role of prevention in American
medicine?
The power of preventive medicine is enormous,
and the mandate for it is inescapable. Right
now 100 million Americans have either type 2
diabetes or pre-diabetes. If we don’t take decisive
action, those individuals are at risk for heart
attacks, blindness, amputation, and loss of kidney
You founded the Physicians Committee for
function—not to mention the loss of ten years of
Responsible Medicine (PCRM) in 1985. What
life, on average. In theory, that can be prevented,
led you to form that organization?
but it requires motivation on the part of policy
At the time, doctors were not particularly
makers and physicians to make it happen.
attentive to preventive medicine in general or
I want to draw particular attention to diabetes
nutrition in particular. That’s unfortunately still
because
it has begun roaring in during just the past
true today. When we looked at the kind of research
decade or so, and it’s being exported into other
that was being done, it often neglected humans
countries and finding its way into younger and
and focused on rats, mice, or other animals. There
younger age groups.
are many things that improve diabetes in a rat or
Of course, we already have epidemics of
mouse, for example, that do not end up working in
heart disease, many forms of cancer, and other
people. That raised ethical issues and also scientific
conditions. There is an enormous role for
issues. I wanted to give doctors a voice in speaking
out for more ethical and also more effective research prevention to play there as well.
I should mention that the power of nutrition
for medical practice. I also wanted to undertake
is not limited to prevention. Our research on
specific research projects, as we have done, and to
diabetes has shown that diet changes can rival the
work on public policy issues—which often means
power of medication. That’s not prevention—that
working with the federal government.
is treatment.
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What have been some ways the Physicians Committee
for Responsible Medicine has influenced federal
dietary guidelines?
Every five years, the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans are reformulated by an advisory committee
in a process that, in the past, was as much political as it
was scientific. In the year 2000, the draft guidelines were
written by a committee of eleven people, six of whom
had financial ties to the meat, dairy, or egg industries. So
PCRM brought a lawsuit in federal court to challenge
the process by which the guidelines were formulated.
The court ruled in our favor, and ever since then there
has been a dramatic improvement in the transparency of
this process. And I have to say the guidelines have gotten
better. The most recent guidelines, released in 2010,
devoted two full pages to vegetarian and vegan diets and
made it clear that they are a healthy route to take. While
the guidelines still have major deficits in other areas, they
are improving.
Another example of our efforts to influence federal
policy related to the graphic symbols used to depict
healthful diets. In 2009, we sent the federal government
something we call the Power Plate. Our rationale was
that nobody eats off a pyramid. People eat from a plate.
So we designed a plate-shaped graphic divided into
quadrants: vegetables, fruit, whole grains, and legumes.

February 24-26, 2013

Who is

Neal Barnard, M.D.?

N

eal Barnard, M.D., is a clinical
researcher, author, and health advocate.
He has been the principal investigator
or coinvestigator on several clinical trials
investigating the effects of diet on health. He
was a coinvestigator on a study, conducted in
conjunction with Georgetown University, of
the effect of dietary interventions in type 2
diabetes, and was the principal investigator of
a study on dietary interventions in diabetes,
funded by the National Institutes of Health.
Dr. Barnard was also the principal investigator
of a study assessing the effects of dietary
interventions on premenstrual and menstrual
symptoms and of a study on weight loss in
postmenopausal women.
He is the author of dozens of publications
in scientific and medical journals as well as
numerous nutrition books for lay readers and
is frequently called on by news programs to
discuss issues related to nutrition, research
issues, and other controversial areas in modern
medicine. Dr. Barnard’s newest book the 21Day Weight Loss Kickstart is a New York Times
best-seller, along with his books Reversing
Diabetes, Breaking the Food Seduction, and Food
for Life. He has authored 14 books in all.
He is a frequent lecturer at scientific and
lay conferences and has made presentations
for the American Public Health Association,
the World Bank, the National Library of
Medicine,
thefiFranklin
Institute,
American is designed to
Held
every
ve years,
the the
Congress
Medical Writers Association, the Association of
findings
onJournalists,
practicaltheapplications
and implication
Health Care
Center for Science
practices
for
bothand
themany
prevention
in the Public
Interest,
state dieteticof disease and t
associations.
Dr. Barnard grew up in Fargo, N.D.
REGISTRATION
He received his M.D. degree at the George
All
registrations
include
continuing
Washington
University
School of
Medicine education hours
discipline
and
license
numbers
in Washington, D.C., and completed when registering.
his residency
at the same(Deadline
institution. December
He
Early
Registration
1, 2012)
practiced
at St.
Vincent’s
Hospital$350
in New 1-day: $250
3-days:
$450
2-days:
York before returning to Washington to found
Standard/Onsite Registration (December 2, 2012 - F
the Physicians Committee for Responsible
3-days:
$550 in 1985.
2-days:
$450
1-day: $350
Medicine
(PCRM)
PCRM
has since
Student/postdoc/resident
$225
grown into a nationwide group of physicians
and lay supporters
that promotes preventive
LLUSPH
Faculty/Staff/Student
$100
medicine and addresses controversies in
modern medicine. As president of PCRM, Dr.
CONTINUING
EDUCATION
Barnard has been instrumental
in efforts to
Up
to federal
20 hours
of continuing
reform
dietary
guidelines. Dr.education
Barnard will be availab
Dietitians
& DTS,
Physicians,
Dentists and oth
is also an Adjunct
Associate
ProfessorNurses,
of
Medicine at the George Washington University
School of Medicine and Health Sciences.
For more information and to register: Vegetar
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In 2011, the government released MyPlate,
which looks remarkably like ours. I am not
assuming credit for this, but however it came about,
I am delighted. It is moving in the right direction.
For the first time in history, the dairy group
includes soymilk as a healthful option. There is a
“protein” group instead of a meat group, showing
that vegetarian sources of protein like beans can
meet people’s dietary needs.
The meat, egg, and dairy industries remain
politically powerful. They have money to spend
on political campaigns and control large voting
blocks, particularly in what are often called red
states. However, meat intake has started to decline.
In 1909, when the USDA started tracking eating
habits, the average meat intake was 123.9 pounds
per person per year. As of 2004, the average
American ate 201.5 pounds of meat per year—an
increase of more than 75 pounds per person.
The good news is that the tide has started to
turn. Ever since 2004, meat consumption has
dropped. We are now well under 190 pounds
per person per year. So that’s a drop of about six
percent. But we still have a long ways to go. That
number should be zero.
When did you become a vegetarian, and why did
you later embrace veganism as well?
I became a vegetarian in medical school, and I
have to say it had not been part of my upbringing.
I’m from a long line of Midwestern ranchers. But
the year before medical school, I had a job assisting
with autopsies. One day I helped examine a man
who died of a massive coronary attack. To examine
the heart, we had to remove a section of ribs
from his chest, where signs of atherosclerosis were
obvious.
At the end of the procedure, I replaced the
ribs in the chest, cleaned up, and went up to the
hospital cafeteria, where, as it turned out, they were
serving ribs for lunch. It looked like a dead body—
which of course is what it was. I didn’t become a
vegetarian on the spot, but I couldn’t eat those ribs.
I continued to ponder my diet and considered
the ethical, health, and aesthetic issues of eating
meat, so I chose to become a vegetarian. A number
of years later, I realized that diary products and eggs
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pose issues as well. So I set them aside, too. Since
then, I’ve continued to tweak my diet, moving
away from oily foods and really increasing simple
vegetables and fruits.
What is the good news you hope to share
through your new book, Power Foods for the
Brain?
Half of Americans develop Alzheimer’s disease
by age 85, and many people think there’s nothing
they can do about it. It’s a devastating condition in
which you lose your connection with everybody
you ever knew. All four of my grandparents had
substantial dementia. A year ago, I lost my father
after a terrible battle with dementia, and my
mother suffered from it too.
If you ask people whether diet affects the
brain, most have no idea. But the fact is there has
been really good research showing nutrition has
enormous power. In fact, the dietary patterns that
help the brain are remarkably similar to those that
help the heart. Research at Loma Linda University,
Rush University, and other centers has shown that
people who tend to avoid animal fat, and also trans
fat, live longer lives with fewer health problems,
including dementia.
But there’s much more. Certain nutrients such
as vitamin E and folate, for example, are protective
against dementia, too. But the public has not yet
been able to take advantage of this important work.
In Alzheimer’s cases, neurologists prescribe pills that
are largely ineffective. Nutrition can help us prevent
these disasters.
This is the next frontier of health. In recent
years, people have come to realize that we can do a
great deal to prevent heart disease and cancer. The
same can be true for brain function. We have a
great deal of information now, and it is time to put
that knowledge to work. t

To learn more:

www.pcrm.org
www.nealbarnard.org
www.vegetariannutrition.org

Ultrasound Training Added to
Medical Student Curriculum
by Kristina Benfield and Nancy Heine

A

new ultrasound curriculum has been
implemented this year for all freshmen medical
students at Loma Linda University. Hands-on
ultrasound experience is being integrated with the
physical diagnosis curriculum, allowing students to
associate a visual image with what they are hearing
and feeling on physical exam. For example, after
students learn to listen to heart sounds using the
stethoscope during their cardiac lab, they then use
the ultrasound to directly view the heart to assess
the ventricles, atria, valves, and cardiac function.
LLUSM plans to add ultrasound training into all
four years of the medical school curriculum. This
program has led to the formation of an Ultrasound
Special Interest Group (USIG) with over 90
medical student members. Students have the
option to take advanced ultrasound training and
then assist in labs, teaching the technique to the
first-year students.
Ultrasound technology not only enhances the
learning experience for students, but also improves
the quality of patient care. Currently, resident
physicians are learning a variety of ultrasound
techniques, which enhances rapid bedside diagnosis
and more accurate line placement. The advantage
of using point-of-care ultrasound is that it can be
performed at the patient’s bedside within minutes
and can give the physician a tremendous amount
of potential life-saving information. Furthermore,
it does not emit any harmful radiation like x-rays
or CT scans. Ultrasound machines have become as
portable as cell phones and the cost has also come
down.
Dr. Vi Dinh––an emergency physician
participating in a new combined Critical Care
and Emergency Ultrasound fellowship––has a
passion for teaching ultrasound and is responsible
for implementing the program into the School
of Medicine. He states, “I was first introduced

Students use one of the new ultrasound machines in the Clinical Skills
Education Center. Each machine costs approximately $20,000.

to ultrasound in the emergency department as a
second-year medical student. I look forward to
continuing to help teach this emerging technology
to our future physicians and take pride in being
at one of the first institutions to implement
ultrasound in medical education.”
The graduating class of 2012 made a donation
toward the purchase of two Sonosite ultrasound
machines, and two more are on loan from
Sonosite. Currently in physical diagnosis labs,
24 students share four ultrasound machines.
Additional machines will be necessary in order to
implement the program into successive classes. The
School of Medicine is offering this opportunity to
potential donors. If you are interested in investing
in the future of medical education and making a
difference, please contact Nicole Batten or Patricia
Eiseman to make a gift. You can also give online or
by mailing a donation to the Alumni Association. t
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Featured APC Speakers
Opening Session

Jack W. Provonsha Lectureship
Friday, March 1, 8:00 a.m.
Centennial Complex, Damazo Amphitheater
Dr. Edmund Pellegrino is considered one of the founders of bioethics and
an early pioneer in teaching humanities in medical schools. In his 90th
year, Dr. Pellegrino continues to mentor students, make attending rounds
at Georgetown University Hospital, and write and speak nationally and
internationally. Dr. Pellegrino is the author of over 600 published items in
medical science, philosophy and ethics. He is the author or co-author of 23
books and the founding editor of the Journal of Medicine and Philosophy.
Edmund D. Pellegrino, MD

TOPIC: “The Physician’s Conscience or the Patient’s Requests – Which Shall it Be?”

Percy T. Magan
Memorial Lectureship

World Class Program Planned for APC
by Dr. Roger Seheult ’00, APC Governing Chair

T

wo thousand thirteen brings a new year and another wonderful opportunity to visit Loma
Linda. The 81st Annual Postgraduate Convention will take place from March 1-4. You will
find us online at www.llusmaa.org where you can view the Schedule of Events and register for the
convention.
Your Alumni Association and the School of Medicine bring you only the best in education
and entertainment and this year’s gathering will be no exception: The opening Plenary Session
starts Friday morning with renowned speaker Edmund D. Pellegrino, M.D. delivering the Jack W.
Provonsha Lectureship in Bioethics: “The Physician’s Conscience or the Patient’s Requests—Which
Shall It Be?” followed by a panel discussion.
Loma Linda University has a world-class simulation education center. This center will be open
to our alumni for the first time this year and campus tours will be available on Friday afternoon for
those who register early.
The keynote speaker on Sunday morning will be Judge Daniel Nsereko, Judge of the Appeals
Chamber in the Hague, Netherlands. He will be discussing “Atrocity Crimes, Peace and
Justice.” Monday features R. Shawn Martin, Vice President of Advocacy and Practice Advancement
in the American Academy of Family Physicians discussing “Health Care Reform: Moving from
Concepts to Application.”
And don’t miss the other inspiring events we have planned including the spiritual renewal
planned for you each day with Dr. Louis Venden and the Saturday night program featuring The
Aeolians of Oakwood University, USA World Champs of the 2012 World Choir Games.
The weekend will be capped off Monday evening with our APC 2013 Gala at the DoubleTree
Hotel in Ontario. Terry Paulson, PhD, psychologist, author, and speaker, will be the evening’s
entertainment.
Don’t miss what everyone will be talking about—be in the know! t
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Sunday, March 3, 8:00 a.m.
Centennial Complex, Damazo Amphitheater
Daniel David Ntanda Nsereko has been a Judge in the Appeals Chamber of
the Special Tribunal for Lebanon (STL) in The Hague, Netherlands since
March 2012. Prior to his appointment to the STL, Judge Nsereko served
for four years at the International Criminal Court (ICC), Appeals Division,
serving as the Division’s President from 2009-2010. Before his election
to the ICC, Judge Nsereko was a Professor of Law. As a professor and
scholar he specialized in the areas of Public International Law, International
Criminal Law, International Human Rights Law and International
Humanitarian Law, publishing extensively in these areas.

Judge Daniel Nsereko, JSD

TOPIC: “Atrocity Crimes, Peace and Justice”

Walter E. Macpherson
Memorial Lectureship

Monday, March 4, 8:00 a.m.
Centennial Complex, Damazo Amphitheater
Shawn Martin is responsible for overseeing the AAFP Division of
Government Relations and the Robert Graham Center for Policy Studies
in Family Medicine and Primary Care in Washington, DC, as well as the
Division of Practice Advancement at the AAFP headquarters. In this role,
he directs legislative and private sector advocacy on issues such as physician
payment and medical liability reform. He was named by The Hill as one of
the top ten health care lobbyists in Washington, DC.
R. Shawn Martin

TOPIC: “Health Care Reform: Moving from Concepts to Applications”
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APC 2013 Class Reunions
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Coleman Pavilion Slate Room
Lory Sanchez, lsanchez@llu.edu
(909) 558-4633

1947
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Coleman Pavilion Peterson Room
Robert Mitchell

1951
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Coleman Pavilion Rock Room
Herbert Harder

1952
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Coleman Pavilion Hispanic Room
Roy & Betty Jutzy

1953-A
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 5:00 p.m.
Coggin Residence
Robert Horner

1953-B
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Hilton Inn, Vista Room, San Bern.
George Harding

1955
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 5:30 p.m.
Hilton Inn, San Bern.
Irvin Kuhn, Ralph Longway

1956
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Coleman Pavilion Shearer Room
Stanley Condon v

1958
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Coleman Pavilion Jesse Room
John Stockdale

1960
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Chonkich Residence
George Chonkich

1961
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 6:00 p.m.
Coleman Pavilion Faculty Dinning Room
Brian Bull, bbull@llu.edu

Pioneer

APC Entertainment
Saturday Night Program

Aeolians of Oakwood University Concert
Saturday, March 2, 7:30 p.m.
Loma Linda University Church

A

PC has invited the award-winning Aeolians of Oakwood University, organized as a choir in
1946, to be the featured performing artists throughout the weekend. Aeolian concerts present
a repertoire of choral music ranging from the Baroque era to the twenty-first century and are an
authoritative exponent of Negro Spirituals and Work Songs, which express the yearnings of their
forefathers to be free. The choir has traveled extensively, winning numerous awards and topping
off an incredible 2011-2012 performance season by earning gold medals in all three categories of
entrance and the overall championship for the Spiritual Category at the World Choir Games in
Cincinnati. You won’t want to miss the scheduled performances throughout the weekend.

APC Gala Speaker
Entertainment

Monday, March 4, 7:00 p.m.
Ontario Double Tree Hotel

D

r. Terry Paulson is a psychologist and a leading
authority on leveraging optimism to make change
work. He is an award-winning professional speaker with
over 30 years experience inspiring audiences, including
organizations such as: American Heart Association,
Amgen, Boston Scientific, Kaiser Permanente, Merck,
Starbucks, 3M, and the American Academy of Family
Physicians. Dr. Paulson’s tasteful humor and down-to-earth
style have earned him a deserved reputation as one of the
nation’s best and funniest keynote speakers.
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Dr. Terry Paulson

1962
		
		

Sunday, March 2, 5:30 p.m.
Redlands Country Club
Herbert Watkins

1963
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 5:30 p.m.
Redlands Country Club
David Reeves, dmreeves845@aol.com

1964
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 5:00 p.m.
Los Alamitos Race Course
Ed Allred, eallred@losalamitos.com

1969
		
		

Saturday, March 2, 1:30 p.m.
Tan Residence
Matthew & Esther Tan, tans916@yahoo.com

1970

Wendell Wettstein, ws70goat@sbcglobal.net

1973-B
		
		

Saturday, March 2, 1:00 p.m.
Wernick Residence
Bill Hayton, bchayton@sbcglobal.net

1978-A
		
		

Saturday, March 2, 2:00 p.m.
Jim and Laurie Munson Residence
Reynaldo Ruiz

1983
		
		

Saturday, March 2, 1:00 p.m.
Redlands Country Club
Gary Baker, drskibum2b@gmail.com

1986
		
		

Sabbath, March 2, 2013, 1 PM
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Aka Residence
Marilene B. Wang, MD, mbwang@ucla.edu

1988
		
		

Sunday, March 3, 10:00 a.m.
Castaways Restaurant, San Bern.
Francis Batin, fbatin@llu.edu

1993

Karen Wells, kvwells@comcast.net

2003
		

Saturday, March 2, 6:00 p.m.
Cameo Carter, dr.carter@gardenpediatrics.com

Additional contact information is available in the printed and online Alumni Directory, or by calling (909) 558-4633.
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Schedule of Events
Thursday, February 28
8:00-5:10
		

Cardiology Symposium
Wong Kerlee Conference Ctr.

Friday, March 1
7:00-3:00
Registration
		Centennial Complex, Level 4
7:45 		
Devotional
		Dr. Louis Venden
8:15 		
Opening Plenary Session
		Edmund D. Pellegrino, MD
9:25 		
Plenary Session II
10:35		
Plenary Session III
11:40 		
Plenary Session IV
12:50 		
Box-Lunch Symposium
		& Scientific Poster Session
		Winner Oral Presentation
		Centennial Complex
2:00-4:00
Bioethics Symposium
		Centennial Complex
2:00-5:00
Simulation Lab
		Centennial Complex, Level 4
		3 (1) hour identical sessions
2:00-5:00

Campus Tours
• New Anatomy Laboratory Tour
• East Campus Tour
• Historical Campus Walking Tour
		with Dr. Dick Schaefer
7:00 		
Friday Evening Vespers
		Judge Daniel Nsereko
		
and special apprearance by
		The Aeolians of Oakwood University
		
University Church
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APC 2013
Sunday, March 3

Sabbath, March 2

Monday, March 4

9:00		
Church at Worship
		
(First Service)
Dr. Randy Roberts
		
		
University Church

7:00-4:00 Registration
Centennial Complex, Level 4

7:30-3:00 Registration
Centennial Complex, Level 4

7:45

7:45

10:30		
Church at Study
		
Class of 1988
		
University Church

8:00

11:45		
Church at Worship
		
(Second Service)
		Dr. Randy Roberts
		
University Church

10:30

12:15-2:00
Fellowship Luncheon
		
Wong Kerlee Conference Ctr.

7:45

2:00		
Annual AIMS Meeting
		
and Mission Symposium
		
Wong Kerlee Conference Ctr.
4:30		
SM National Auxiliary
		
Mission Vespers
		
University Church
7:30		
Saturday Night Program
		
The Aeolians of Oakwood
		University
		
University Church

7:30

8:00
8:00
8:00

Devotional
Dr. Louis Venden
Plenary Session I
Percy T. Magan
Memorial Lectureship
Judge Daniel Nsereko
Plenary Session II
Centennial Complex
Ophthalmology Symposium
Centennial Complex
Plastic Surgery Symposium 		
Centennial Complex
Orthopaedic Surgery
Symposium
Alumni Hall Amphitheater
Otolaryngology Symposium
Centennial Complex
Surgery Symposium
Centennial Complex

10:00-3:00 Technical Exhibits and

8:00

9:00
10:30

Devotional
Dr. Louis Venden
Plenary Session I
Walter Macpherson
Memorial Lectureship
R. Shawn Martin
Plenary Session II
Plenary Session III
Centennial Complex

10:00-2:00 Technical Exhibits and

Scientific Poster Session 			
Centennial Complex, Level 4

11:30

Proton Center and Cancer Infusion
Center Tour
Medical Center Information Desk

11:30-1:00 Physician/Exhibitor/

Medical Student Lunch
Centennial Complex, Level 4

Scientific Poster Session 		
Centennial Complex, Level 4

12:00

Technical Exhibits Drawing
Centennial Complex, Level 4

12:00

Sunday Alumni Lunch
Wong Kerlee Conference Ctr.

1:30
2:40
1:30

Plenary Session III
Plenary Session IV
Plenary Session V
Centennial Complex

1:30
2:40
3:40

Plenary Session IV
Plenary Session V
Plenary Session VI
Centennial Complex

7:00

APC Gala
Terry Paulson, PhjD
Ontario DoubleTree Hotel

Class Reunions
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Changing Medicine in Peru

LLU Graduate and Faculty Help
Open Fifth Adventist
Medical School
by Emily Star Wilkens

Alumni Journal | January - April 2013

D

r. Carlos Balarezo is the first acting dean of
Universidad Peruana Unión’s new School of
Medicine in Lima, Peru. He arrives on campus
at 7:15 a.m. to prepare a devotional thought for
his anatomy students, which he will give before
diving into the lecture on shoulder mechanics.
By 7:29 a.m. the classroom is full, holding the
future face of health care in Peru. The face is
young, composed mostly of teenagers scheduled
to graduate as doctors in seven years. “Many of
them are sixteen and seventeen years old when
they begin—“ Dr. Balarezo says, “a fact that
motivated me to take the position in Peru…they
are incredibly moldable at this age.” At 7:31 a.m.
a student arrives late but the door is already shut.
Dr. Balarezo waves the student away. “I tell them
to go on home because this is a career where one
minute can mean someone’s life.”

“Students would be trained
to be leaders in their
communities, concerned
with restoring the image of
God the Creator in every
patient—an approach that
meant addressing physical
as well as spiritual needs.”
Five years ago, Dr. Eloy Schulz, a nuclear
radiologist at Loma Linda Medical Center,
said to Dr. Balarezo (Chief of Surgery at
Riverside County Regional Medical Center in
Riverside, California at that time), “We must do
something for the people in Peru.” They formed
a committee to discuss the possibility of opening
an Adventist medical school at Universidad
Peruana Unión—the second largest Adventist
university in the world with 8,100 students
enrolled in its various programs.
Although there were 40 other medical
schools in Peru at the time, this one would to be
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decidedly different. Students would be trained to
be leaders in their communities, concerned with
restoring the image of God the Creator in every
patient—an approach that meant addressing
spiritual as well as physical needs. An emphasis
would be placed on preventative medicine—a
focus that has yet to be adopted by many
Peruvian healthcare providers. Students would be
trained to meet U.S. standards, qualified to work
as certified physicians.
The school’s nursing program had in some
ways paved the road for the medical school
by having the reputation for training the best
nurses in the community. Even the president of
Peru encouraged Universidad Peruana Union’s
administration to open a medical school.
Dr. Balarezo and the appointed committee
took their plan to the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists where it was received

First Year Medical Student at Universidad Peruana Unión
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Dr. Carlos Balaezo and Dr. Gisella Sandy ’98

with caution and hesitation. A medical school
was not, conference officials worried, simply a
building. Their concerns included finding the
right individuals to lead the school as well as
that ever-present issue of funding. However,
after more conversation, they gave their approval

“When Dr. Sandy left
her job as a surgeon in
Riverside, California to
teach in Peru, she accepted
a 92 percent pay cut.”
on condition that those concerns were to be
sufficiently addressed. Dr. Schulz says it was
at that point that Dr. Balarezo was asked to be
the first acting dean of the medical school—a
commitment of at least seven years living and
working in Peru.
Although for many people this decision
would have meant moving to a foreign land,
for Dr. Balarezo, a Peruvian national, it meant
returning home. Dr. Balarezo grew up in Peru,
leaving to attend medical school at Universidad
Adventista del Plata in Argentina where he
became a Seventh-day Adventist. In 1974, he
attended Loma Linda University for a residency
in general surgery, going on to serve as an
associate professor of surgery at Loma Linda
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University School of Medicine. Despite working
primarily in California, he has returned many
times to provide care in Peru. In fact, recently he
was named Master of Peruvian Surgery, an honor
only bestowed upon two other people in the
country’s history.
Dr. Balarezo says that a large part of his new
job as acting dean has been networking and
finding the right people to be involved in the
project. He says that he sometimes calls previous
students—residents he has trained over the years,
and asks them to help with various needs. “My
wife tells me not to ask for money on the first
call,” he says with a smile.
One of his previous residents has also
felt the call to serve in Peru. Her name is Dr.
Gisella Sandy ’98, a Loma Linda University
trained surgeon and faculty member recruited
by Dr. Balarezo to teach physiology at the new
medical school. Dr. Sandy radiates a warmth that
shatters the stereotype of hard-driving surgeon,
describing her bags that are not yet packed and
the plane that leaves the next morning for Peru.
When Dr. Sandy left her job as a surgeon
in Riverside, California to teach in Peru, she
accepted a 92 percent pay cut. The decision
meant giving up the comfort of her own home
for a dorm room in Peru. To make financial ends
meet, Dr. Sandy returns for one week a month to
work stateside. When asked about this seemingly
sacrificial decision, Sandy says, “It really is a great
opportunity for me. When else in your life is
someone going to ask you to help start a medical
school?”

New Cadaver Laboratory

But great opportunities often come paired
with lots of hard work—and this one is no
different. Although Dr. Balarezo says that the
students will be fluent in English by their third
year, for now Dr. Sandy’s lectures are prepared
in Spanish. She says that conversationally her
Spanish is decent, but that the vocabulary of
physiology poses a challenge. “I spend thirteen
hours preparing for a one hour lecture,” she says
with a smile.
But Dr. Sandy doesn’t complain, explaining
that during her education at Loma Linda
University, it was Dr. Balarezo who modeled
the dedication it takes to be a professor. In
fact, when Dr. Sandy was preparing to take her
boards, Dr. Balarezo offered her and another
resident a free review—meeting for an hour and
a half each week to lecture them on surgery. Dr.
Sandy says, “Who does that? Nobody else would
take that kind of time…that is what a professor
is supposed be—you’re supposed to take a vested
interest in your students, not the money you’re

getting, but your students.”
On Dr. Sandy’s first day of class in Peru,
Dr. Balarezo introduced her to the students by
saying, “She is tougher than me.” Sandy laughs
as she recalls what she believes was an overstated
introduction. However, it is clear that she, like
Dr. Balarezo, is committed to providing the best
medical training to her students.
One of the disadvantages that Peruvian
medical students face is the difficulty of getting
sufficient hands-on laboratory learning. Many
Peruvian medical schools are only able to provide
one or two cadavers for their medical students
to work with and those are obtained through
the coroner’s office after a complete autopsy
has already been done. The brain, tongue and
internal organs have often been disrupted or
disassembled for testing. The upper and lower
extremities are often the only intact parts, forcing
students to depend on photographs to learn
the relationships among most other structures.
During the planning phases of the school, Dr.

Peruvian Union University School of Medicine Students
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Balarezo proposed that this laboratory reach for
higher standards in this area.
Dr. Balarezo traveled to many medical
schools around the world, hoping to glean
helpful information. One day, unannounced,
Dr. Balarezo dropped by the office of Martein
Moningka, Loma Linda University Laboratory
anatomist and embalmer, inquiring about
the methods used to embalm bodies. “It was
providential,” Moningka says, because he had
just compiled a detailed packet of written
laboratory procedures entitled “Preservation,
Storage, Care and Final Arrangement of
Cadavers At LLU,”—everything Dr. Balarezo
would need to know about assembling
a laboratory like the one at Loma Linda
University. Moningka gave Dr. Balarezo a copy
of the information and told him not to hesitate
if he had more questions. A week or so later,
Dr. Balarezo visited again, this time asking
Moningka to travel with him to Peru and set up
the laboratory.
Most schools in Peru preserve bodies by
immersion; a method called “pot-fixing” where

the bodies are deposited into large steel tubs full
of formaldehyde—a substance Moningka says
has been linked to cancer. However, bodies at
Loma Linda University are fixed by injection,

“There are now five
Adventist medical schools
in the world—a fact
highlighting the church’s
dedication to medicine as a
form of ministry.”
a process that runs 8 to 10 gallons of fixative
fluids into a cadaver by way of the right common
carotid artery. Bodies absorb fixatives better
by injection—not to mention that the process
reduces an embalmer’s exposure to copious
amounts of the carcinogen.
The Peru medical school is now equipped with
six dissection tables and one embalming station
identical to the ones used by Moningka at the
Loma Linda University laboratory. Dr. Balarezo is

Dr. Balarezo with the First Class of Medical Students at the School of Medicine at Peruvian Union University in Lima, Peru
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working to obtain bodies before they have passed
through the coroner’s office, but until then, the
school is searching for ways to enhance student
laboratory learning.
One such solution currently being pursued
at the Peru medical school is to turn one of the
extra office spaces into a plastination facility like
the one at Loma Linda University. Plastination
is a process that replaces lipids and water on
body structures with silicon, rendering them
permanently preserved in what feels like a plastic
version of the original specimens. Plastination is
the way bodies in the worldwide “Body Worlds”
exhibit are preserved for viewing.
In the Loma Linda University plastination
storage room, Moningka holds up a plastinated
chest cavity, strings of perfectly preserved tissue
running like ribbons under his fingers. He
picks up a plastinated human heart, turns it
over, sliding a finger in through a valve. There
is another shelf holding a premature fetus,
preserved in all completeness. The process of
plastination, once it can be done at the medical
school in Peru, will provide students access to
quality specimens they can learn from when
portions of their cadavers have been disrupted
by prior autopsy. Bodies being given for science
have always served as a profound representation
of the collective contributions a community
makes to train the next generation of medical
professionals around the world.
Eighty medical students started class after
the school’s inauguration last August and
administration says they will continue with
training 60 students a year in the future. Dr.
Balarezo says there have been a number of
students who have left the programs they were
in at Universidad Peruana Unión to pursue
this new opportunity of studying medicine. In
the past, Peruvian Adventists who wished to
pursue medicine struggled to navigate program
schedules that did not allow them to observe
Sabbath according to their beliefs. Many either
settled for studying in other fields or left the
country to study at one of the other Adventist
medical schools. Stephanie Ponce, who was

Universidad Peruana Unión Campus

in her fourth year of nursing at Universidad
Peruana Unión (only one year left to graduate),
left that program and is now enrolled in the
medical school, fulfilling her dream of becoming
a doctor. Mariela Diaz, a nutritionist who was
working as professor at the university, also
jumped at the opportunity and is now in her first
year of medicine. There are now five Adventist
medical schools in the world—a fact that
highlights the church’s dedication to medicine as
a form of ministry.
Tuition at the School of Medicine is $10,000
a year. Dr. Balarezo says that there are currently
no scholarships offered to the first year students.
However, he hopes that for those who show great
promise, scholarships will become available. If
you are interested in being involved with this or
other aspects of supporting the medical school in
Peru, please contact the Alumni Association. t
For more information about the medical school in
Peru visit www.upeu.edu.pe or email Dr. Balarezo at
CBalarezoMD@gmail.com.
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Peru Country Overview

Five Adventist Medical Schools

T

he country of Peru is home to 29.4 million
people and has a trio of differing terrains: the
2,414 kilometers of coastline (including islands),
a host of impressive mountain ranges (The Andes
Mountains covering 40% of the country’s landmass),
and the lush jungle regions (including the Amazon
rainforest) which are populated by animals such
as pumas, jaguars, and even river dolphin. An
increasing number of tourists visit Peru, enamored
by both natural and archeological sights such as
the ancient Incan capital of Cuzco, the lost city
of Machu Piccu, and Lake Titicaca—the world’s
highest navigable lake. Although Peru is rich in
natural resources, exporting fish, copper, zinc, gold,
crude petroleum, lead, coffee, sugar, and cotton,
there are also many areas of poverty, especially in
rural regions. Healthcare in Peru is provided by a
thin workforce—only nine physicians to care for
every 10,000 people. An identical comparison in
the United States reveals the more robust ratio of 24
doctors per 10,000 people. t
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1909—Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, CA, United States
1974—University of Montemorelos School of Medicine, Montemorelos, Mexico
1994—River Plate Adventist University School of Medicine, Entre Ríos, Argentina
2012—Babcock University School of Medicine, Ilishan-Remo, Ogun State, Nigeria
2012—Peruvian Union University School of Medicine, Nana, Lima, Peru

Watch a video interview of Dr. Carlos Balarezo and Dr. Gisella Sandy
about the new medical school in Peru www.llusmaa.org/peru.
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Dr. Leonard Bailey ’69 (center) with Loma Linda University fellows Dr. Jiazheng Tian (left) and Dr Wenjun Zhen

The Far Reach of Education

LLU Trained Fellows Affect Healthcare in China
by Emily Star Wilkens

On December 13, 1985, a 28-year old
Chinese doctor named Jiazheng Tian touched
down in America for the first time. Dr. David
Fang ‘71, who was an associate professor of
surgery at Loma Linda University School of
Medicine at the time, met Dr. Tian and seven
other Chinese physicians at the Los Angeles
airport. Dr. Fang was also the founder of the
Chinese Adventist Physician’s Association
(CAPA), which had been established six years
earlier as an Adventist organization acceptable to
the communist party in China.
Dr. Tian and his fellow physicians
had come to America to train for one year as
fellows of cardiothoracic surgery at Loma Linda
University (LLU). The group would be the first
of many Chinese fellows to study at LLU and
return to China—usually as experts in their field.
Just a year prior to Dr. Tian’s arrival in
America, Loma Linda surgeon Dr. Leonard
Bailey ’69 and his team had placed a baboon
heart in “Baby Fae,” a baby born with
hypoplastic left heart syndrome. News of the
surgery had spread around the world, and
although Baby Fae lived only three weeks after
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the cross-species heart transplantation, the
operation generated hope that one day infants
born with fatal heart defects would have the
option to receive a new heart and live.
The month before Dr. Tian’s arrival, Dr.
Bailey had also performed the first successful
human heart transplantation for another infant
with congenital heart defect—“Baby Moses.” It
was an exciting time to be working in the field
of cardiothoracic surgery, and Dr. Tian and the
other Chinese fellows were placed in the middle
of that progress—training under Dr. Bailey and
other skilled surgeons. They would spend their
days in the operating room, assisting in all kinds
of cardiovascular surgeries, including coronary
artery bypasses, valve replacement procedures,
and cases of congenital heart disease in children.
Today, more than 60 of the 200 Chinese
fellows who trained at Loma Linda University
are working at the Beijing Hospital Ministry
of Health—the top hospital in China. The
hospital serves as the National Referral Center,
receiving many difficult and complex cases
for consultation and treatment from all over
China, as well as from surrounding countries.

Dr. Tian is now the vice president of hospital
administration at the Beijing Hospital Ministry
of Health. His role includes overseeing the
hospital’s responsibility to provide care to all
members of the Central Chinese Party and all
Chinese government officials—including the
president, the premier, and all oversea diplomats
and high-ranking officials. Dr. Tian’s work and
influence is an excellent example of how LLU’s
training over twenty years ago is impacting
countless lives in China—perhaps even changing
the healthcare of the nation.
Dr. Wenjun Zhen, who now serves as
the head of cardiothoracic surgery at the Beijing
Hospital Ministry of Health, was another of the
fellows who studied cardiothoracic surgery at
LLU. “Near the end of the training,” Dr. Zhen
recalls, “Dr. John Jacobson gave me a chance
to do a coronary artery bypass surgery which
was very helpful to me.” Dr. Zhen says that the
training provided by Loma Linda University
has greatly contributed to advancements in
cardiothoracic surgery in China. He says that in
the 1980’s there had only been a few thousand
cases of open-heart surgery performed in the
country. By the 1990’s, the number had grown
to 30,000 cases per year, and in recent years, Dr.
Zhen says, the number has reached over 300,000
cases per year. Although healthcare in China has
developed very fast over the last 30 years, Dr.
Zhen says there is more to do. “We can continue
to learn a lot from the United States.”
On December 5, 2012, the Alumni
Association hosted a reception sponsored by
CAPA to welcome Dr. Tian and Dr. Zhen as
they returned to Loma Linda for the first time
since their fellowships. More than 40 individuals
from the university and its surrounding
community gathered to greet them, connecting
their experiences, friendships, and interest in

China. Dr. Bailey was present, reuniting with his
former students.
“China is no longer the developing
country I once visited where the streets were
being swept with homemade brooms and folks
were living in tents along the streets of Beijing,
says Dr. Bailey. “That city is just as modern as
any city on the planet now. Not that all of the
development is completed; there is lots more
to do. But in the area of healthcare, medical
science, and particularly in my area of cardiac
surgery, China is in a contributing role now as
opposed to a learning role.” In some ways, Dr.
Bailey says, the Chinese have moved out in front
of the United States, particularly in methods
of doing less invasive forms of surgery, such as
various catheter based procedures. “And we’re
delighted that we’re partners with China—that
we’re part of China’s inner family, if you will—
and that they are part of ours.”
This friendship with China lead Loma
Linda University to be involved in building
and staffing the Sir Run Run Shaw hospital in
Hangzhou, which opened in 1994 and now
serves as an educational and research facility
for students. Not only have Chinese physicians
come to Loma Linda, but Loma Linda
University physicians have also traveled to China
to work in various provinces.
In the Heritage Room at Beijing
Hospital Ministry of Health, a message is
engraved in stone recognizing Loma Linda
University’s contribution. And in a world where
relationships between countries seem to easily
disintegrate and walls of greed, pride, and
war often prevent collaboration, Loma Linda
University celebrates the important work that
began years ago, believing this friendship can
grow in the future. t

Watch video interviews of
Dr. Leonard Bailey ’69 and
LLU trained Chinese fellows
regarding their work in China.
www.llusmaa.org/china
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Alumni in the News
Dr. Donald Hilliard ’76-B of Cedar Rapids, Iowa received the
Lifetime Achievement Award from The Iowa Academy of Family
Physicians on November 2, 2012 in Des Moines, Iowa. One of
his colleague said, “Dr. Hilliard has been the family doctor for
generations of Cedar Rapids families. His passion for providing
high–quality, compassionate health care led him to become a leader
in our organization. He leads by example and his humble attitude
makes his accomplishments seem even greater in my opinion.
Dr. Hilliard is a tremendous physician and friend.” The Lifetime
Achievement Award is given annually to family physicians who
are Iowa residents, have been members of the Academy in good
standing for at least 10 years, have been involved in significant
community service and civic activities, and have acted as role
models for other family physicians, residents or medical students. t

Dr. James Appel ’00 is currently practicing as a Family
Physician at the Moundou Adventist Surgery Center in the
Republic of Chad, where he is the medical director. Dr. Appel
worked for seven years as the only doctor at the Bere Adventist
Hospital, also in Chad, where he noticed that many patients were
coming from Chad’s second largest city, Moundou, in order to
have surgery. In 2009, the remodeling of an old mission house and
construction of new hospital wards began in Moundou and the
Surgery Center opened in June 2012. In August 2012, the only
other hospital in Moundou (a city of 500,000 inhabitants) went
on strike leaving the Moundou Adventist Surgery Center as the
only health care institution capable of handling emergency surgery.
Dr. Appel lives in Moundou with his Danish wife, Sarah, and their
one year old daughter, Miriam. They have buried two children in
Chad. When asked why he continues to work in Africa despite
many personal tragedies, Dr. Appel replies that “As the Bible says
in Matthew 19:29 those who give things up gain 100 times more
in this life, and in the end, eternal life as well.” t
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Dr. Marilene B. Wang ’86 was recently named the Honored
Alumnus for La Sierra University¹s College of Arts and Sciences.
She received the award from Dr. Randal Wisbey, President of La
Sierra University, on April 20, 2012 at the 90th annual Alumni
Homecoming Weekend. Dr. Wang graduated from La Sierra
University in 1982 with a major in mathematics and minors in
music and chemistry. She is currently a Professor of Head and
Neck Surgery at UCLA and Chief of Otolaryngology at the VA
Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System. Her career is focused
on head and neck cancer and endoscopic sinus and skull base
surgery. She has an active cancer research laboratory and has
published over 100 scientific articles and book chapters. She is
married to Dr. James Watson ’86 and they have two daughters,
WayAnne and Whitney. t

Dr. Wilton Bunch ’60 was honored by Loyola University
Chicago’s Stritch School of Medicine, where he served as the chair
of their Orthopaedic Surgery Department from 1975 to 1985.
Loyola University started an annual lecture in his honor this past
October, where he gave the Inaugural Wilton Bunch Lecture in
Medical Ethics. Dr. Bunch said he was pleased with the great
honor but what meant the most to him was seeing many former
students and faculty came back for the event. After his time at
Loyola University, Dr. Bunch went on to become the dean of
medicine at University of South Florida College of Medicine. A
divinity degree led him to a second career and to his teaching at
Samford University in Alabama. Dr. Bunch has been innovative
in developing surgical procedures and doing orthopaedic research,
studying muscle cell membranes, the biomechanics of the human
spine, changes in blood flow during anesthesia, and changes in
electrical activity of the spinal cord during the correction of spinal
deformity. t
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Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego,
Bailey and Wood
Connecting spirituality and excellence
by H. Del Schutte ’84

medical school and residency days at LLU.
After Dr. Bailey’s visit, I reflected on my
own journey in academia and recalled the angst
and uncertainty I experienced in my first foray
outside of the Adventist educational “nest.” As I
began my career at MUSC, I quickly realized the
significance of one’s academic pedigree. Having
been trained almost exclusively in the Adventist
educational system and having spent little
time or energy exploring other options, I was
somewhat naïve about the importance attached
to reputations and legacies of the institutions
where my colleagues had trained.
At MUSC, I noted that professional
introductions were almost always accompanied
by a description of a person’s academic pedigree
and that reputation and bias, at least in the
short term, were to some degree influenced by
The author, Dr. H. Del Schutte ’84, is an
that information. Having no knowledge of how
orthopaedic surgeon and an associate professor at
Loma Linda University’s School of Medicine
the Medical University of South Carolina. Dr.
was perceived outside of the “nest”, I announced
Schutte also serves on the board of the Alumni
my own pedigree with some uncertainty. I
Association of the School of Medicine of Loma
Linda University.
wondered if Loma Linda University had a
credible academic reputation that exceeded
ast year, at the Medical University of South
their reputation for healthy living and SabbathCarolina (MUSC) where I work, I had
keeping. Somehow the phrase “at Loma Linda
the privilege of sitting in on the cardiovascular
we…,” never seemed to have the same ring as “at
department’s annual visiting lectureship. The
Duke we…!”
guest speaker was none other than Dr. Leonard
It was not long before I came to realize how
Bailey ’69. He presented a most inspiring and
unfounded my concerns had been. Dr. Bailey’s
entertaining history of the infant heart transplant visit was a very meaningful reminder of the
program at Loma Linda University (LLU).
visit Dr. Virchel Wood ’60 had paid to our
It was with a tremendous sense of pride and
orthopaedic department during my first year at
gratitude that I listened to the story—a story in
MUSC almost 20 years ago. His outstanding
whose shadow I was fortunate to live during my
accomplishments and publications in the field of

L
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congenital hand surgery gave my own training
instant credibility.
Subsequently, during my time at MUSC,
it has been gratifying to hear from other
academicians of the respect they have for many
of my mentors at LLU—Dr. Louis Smith ’49,
Dr. Brian Bull ’61, Dr. Richard Hart ’70, Dr.
Christopher Jobe, and many others. Programs
such as the infant heart transplant program and
the radiation oncology program have contributed
greatly to the image and reputation of Loma
Linda University. More recently, the orthopaedic
department at MUSC, along with many others,
responded to the tragedy in Haiti. It has been
gratifying to hear of the tremendous reputation
that the Adventist hospital there has for
orthopaedics (in particular) and the outstanding
work of Dr. Scott Nelson ’96, current LLU
orthopaedics faculty member.
The example and reputation of these
physicians goes beyond their academic
accomplishments. Through their daily work
at the institution, they set the standards—not
only as scholars but as gentlemen. During my
residency training I sometimes sat at the same
table in the cafeteria as Dr. Bailey (this was
during the baby Fae-baby Jessie eras). Despite
all the challenges and demands on his time, he
was most gracious and patient, answering the
questions of an unknown orthopaedic resident.
Likewise, Dr. Wood, who willingly spent
time as a visiting professor at MUSC early in
my career, displayed the same commitment
and thoughtfulness that I experienced during
my training at Loma Linda. Almost a decade
after I left Loma Linda, Dr. Wood sent me a
surprise package in the mail—a stuffed bear
for my newborn daughter. It was just another
example of his generous spirit! Perhaps this was
a reminder of his unwillingness to forget an

obscure tennis match where somehow he and his
partner bested a few much-younger orthopaedic
residents in the third set after being down 5-1! I
can still hear the comment “sweet!” and see the
twinkle in his eye.
The accomplishments and legacies of these
physicians, as well as many others who are
known and recognized for their academic and
clinical excellence at LLU, gave significant

“What you believe
spiritually has very
little impact if it is not
accompanied by excellence
in your chosen work.”
credibility to my own pedigree and eased my
foray into academics, as I am sure they have for
other alumni. At a recent Alumni Association
board meeting, Dr. Roger Hadley ’74 (dean
of the School of Medicine) stated that the
Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) recently complimented Loma Linda
University on its ability to stay true to its
mission. The AAMC says that no other medical
school has more consistently maintained its
mission than LLU; certainly a remarkable
accomplishment!
With these experiences in mind (as well as
the experience of practicing in the “Bible Belt”),
I have come to realize that what you believe
spiritually has very little impact if it is not
accompanied by excellence in your chosen work.
Much like the story of Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego whose outstanding performance gave
credibility to their beliefs, the performance of
Dr. Bailey, Dr. Wood and others gives credibility
to their beliefs. During the captivity of Joseph in
Egypt, it was known that God was with Joseph
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I’ve just graduated from medical school, and I have so much debt!

We want to buy a home and start a family.

In Memoriam

My child starts college in four years.

I want to retire soon.

What are your DreaMs?
For more than 40 years, eddie Ngo, CFP, has been helping Loma Linda university school
of Medicine alumni realize their goals and dreams through solid financial planning.
eddie Ngo helps clients with:
• Strategies to build a strong and diverse financial portfolio
• Advice on pension planning, tax planning and insurance needs
• Financial plans to guide your through every stage of life from birth to retirement

It’s never too late to plan for the future. It’s never too early to plan for your dreams.
Eddie Ngo
Certified Financial Planner

222 East Olive Avenue . Suite 2 . Redlands, CA 92373 . 909.307.1760 . eddie.ngo@natplan.com
securities and advisory services offered through National Planning Corporation.
Member FINra/sIPC & a registered Investment advisor.

by the quality of his work. Most likely this was
his only chance to witness as he probably wasn’t
asked to preach too often.
The quote, “Preach often and, if necessary,
use words,” is a constant call to excellence. I
doubt that anyone would have been interested
in the words of a carpenter-turned-preacher
who made crooked furniture. Recently, it was
with a great sense of pride that I learned that
an orthopaedic colleague and mentor of mine
recently chose, for his own medical care, the
proton beam radiation program at Loma Linda
University. His description of the excellent care,
as well as the advanced science demonstrated by
that program, led him to choose Loma Linda
University over the many other well-known
institutions that he had visited. His choice was a
stronger witness than could be had by any other
approach.
On a personal level, this has helped me
realize the significant responsibility we who are
the only LLU alumni in our current work place
hold. While it is nice to appreciate the work
done by my alma mater and mentors, I also
realize the importance of my own performance
and how it impacts the local reputation of Loma
Linda University. As the only LLU graduate at
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the Medical University of South Carolina, I have
wondered if I would come to be known as the
person eating (only) crackers at the low-country
oyster roasts or if I would come to be known for
my contributions to academics and patient care.
During my own time in academics, I have
become somewhat familiar with the level of
commitment and support it takes to accomplish
excellence—to push the envelope and remain
on the cutting edge in medicine. Sometimes
only in retrospect is it possible to fully realize
the financial, personal, political costs that are
required to achieve excellence and to break new
ground academically. The willingness of Loma
Linda University to support and encourage
ground breaking and innovative treatments
and technologies, and to foster academic
excellence, while at the same time embracing
the commitment to whole person care, is a
tremendous credit to the institution. From
those of us “away from the nest” who benefit so
much by the legacy and current commitment
to excellence and progress of our alma mater, a
very heartfelt “thank you” and a plea to continue
the effort required to be excellent academically
and remain “in the mix” on a national and
international basis. t

1949

C

arl Y. Fong
’49, born
August 20, 1922 in
Sacramento, passed
away peacefully on
June 23, 2012 at the
age of 89. He was
preceded in death
by his loving wife
Rose, and survivors
include a host of
nieces, nephew, grandnieces, grandnephews
and godchildren. Dr. Fong honorably served
as a United States Army Captain Physician in
Germany, had a family practice for over 30 years,
and was a member of the American Medical
Association and the Sierra-Sacramento Valley
Medical Society.

1953
Raymond Ira
Downs ’53-B was
born on September
14, 1922 in Meadow
Glade, Washington.
His siblings all
preceded him in
death except for
one sister, Hazel,
who is 99 years old.
He attended Walla Walla University. Inducted
during World War II, he met his loving wife
Marcella Schmidt. Graduating from LLU, he
practiced for 57 years before retiring. He served
in his church for many years as an elder.

1961

G

lenn Allen
Patchen
arol Carson
’61, went to sleep
Stanford ’55
peacefully, at
passed away on
the age of 77, in
December 14, 2012.
Wenatchee, WA after
She is survived by her
a long struggle with
husband Dr. Thomas
Parkinson’s disease.
Stanford ’55, and
Glen was a zoology
four children, Dr.
major at Walla
Brian Stanford ’83,
Walla University,
Cyndi Turner, Dr.
going on to graduate
David Stanford ’86
from medical school and then specialized as an
and Susan Stanford.
obstetrician-gynecologist. Soon after finishing,
She practiced anesthesia at Florida Hospital in
he was drafted to serve his country for two years
Orlando for many years.
as senior surgeon at the U.S. Public Health
The family requests that donations be made
Service facility in Seattle, Wash. In 1970 he
to the Carol Stanford Scholarship for nurse
established himself as an OB/GYN in Renton,
anesthetist practitioners at Advent University
WA, founding the Valley Women’s Clinic. He
of Health Sciences, care of the Florida Hospital
is survived by his wife, Valerie, and his three
Foundation.
children, Greg, Garth, and Genelle.

1955

C

In the October-December 2012 issue of the Alumni Journal a mistake was made regarding the last name of
Edmund Barton ’45. It was misunderstood that Dr. Barton’s last name was Hardin. Our sincere apologies, and
thank you for letting us know about this.
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Clayson, Mann, Yaeger & Hansen
A Professional Law Corporation

Contact: Kent A. Hansen, Esq.
601 South Main Street • Corona, CA 92882-3497
(951) 737-1910 • (951) 737-4384 FAX
We are attorneys serving physicians in:
• practice sales & purchases • incorporation & partnership
• managed care contracting
Our firm has provided quality representation to healthcare
professionals since 1910.

Honor Dr. Ryckman
contribute to the
the

Raymond E. Ryckman
Chair in Microbiology
An Alumni Fund Project

What’s Your Plan?

At the School of Medicine graduation, which was held on Sunday, May 25,
2008, Raymond E. Ryckman, PhD, received the University Distinguished Service Award from LLU President RIchard H. Hart, MD, DrPH.

Making a bequest to Loma Linda
University, Medical Center or
Children’s Hospital will impact
future generations with quality,
innovative health care and education.
Making a bequest commitment is
the easiest way to make a gift
without impacting your savings
or investments.
To learn more about the benefits of
making a charitable bequest, contact
the Office of Planned Giving:
call 909-558-4553,
email legacy@llu.edu or
visit www.llulegacy.org

“If you are a graduate of Loma Linda University, you should do anything you can
to support it – it’s the right thing to do.”
-Dr. Ellsworth and Mrs. Barbara Wareham
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Raymond E. Ryckman

Pick a hospital.
Any hospital.
Residents and fellows, with AdvanceMD, a
new program from Adventist Health:
• Choose from 17 locations in California,
Oregon, Washington and Hawaii
• Practice in an urban, suburban or rural
location
• Get paid up to two years before you
complete your training
• Work for a values-driven health system

Contact Ryan Rasmusson, Physician Recruiter. 800.847.9840 • phyjobs@ah.org • www.adventisthealth.org/phyjobs
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A o n e o f a k i n d p i c t o r i a l h i s t o r y o f L o m a L i n d a U n i v e r s i t y.

“Part geography, part
archival photography,
part history, and a lot of
meaningful nostalgia.”

Henry K. Yeo, MD

Purchase today from
our online store for only
$30.00 plus shipping
and tax!
www.llusmaa.org

When you become a dues-paying member of the Alumni Association, you join an elite group of LLU
School of Medicine graduates, residents, fellows and faculty. You also help enrich the lives of others
because your membership dues help fund programs and services that benefit alumni and students, as
well as the School of Medicine. Your dues also ensure that the Alumni Association will be here to represent
the unique interests and needs of medical alumni, both on campus and in the greater medical community.

Membership has its benefits!

Your membership in the Alumni Association provides valuable benefits to you—
benefits that help you network and grow professionally, as well as keep you
connected. Your membership entitles you to the following benefits ($260 value):
• Access to online tools through the “Members Only” section on our website
• Annual subscription to the Alumni Journal (four issues)
• Annual subscription to the printed AND online Alumni Directory
• Special discounts on regional alumni events and programs
• Access to our online video library of APC presentations
• 25% discount on APC 2013 registration (CME credits included)
• Complimentary ticket to the APC 2013 Sunday luncheon
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Nominations

			
				

Start your official membership in the Alumni Association today
and get instant access to your benefits. Visit www.llusmaa.org.

Nominate someone

for the 2014 Honored Alumni and
Alumni of the Year awards at
www.llusmaa.org.

DIrectory

On Sale - $30.00!

Become an official member of
the Alumni Association, SMLLU!

Alumni Directory

Don’t forget to update your contact
information for the Alumni Directory. Log
into your alumni account at www.llusmaa.org
to view or update your account
information.
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Classified Ads
Rural Dermatology
Residency Slot:

The Loma Linda Dermatology residency
is offering a new residency slot leading
to board certification eligibility in
dermatology. The first two years of the
residency will be in Loma Linda, CA
and the third year in Michigan. Part of
the residency will be in Michigan. This
person must also be interested and willing
to become involved in overseas missionrelated medical projects. Preference
will be given to those who have already
completed another residency and are
board certified. Interested parties please
email a CV to Cindi Morrill at cmorrill@
llu.edu for the Loma Linda University
Dermatology Residency Program or email
with any questions regarding the position.

FEATHER RIVER HOSPITAL
(FRH) is a 100-bed acute care hospital
in Northern California, serving a
population of 45,000. We are a
member of Adventist Health, a nonprofit organization with hospitals in
California, Oregon, Washington and
Hawaii.
Current opportunities include:
Pulmonology/Critical Care,
Gastroenterology, Urology,
Psychiatry, Dermatology, Family
Medicine, Internal Medicine, Hospital
Medicine and Pediatric Medicine.
We offer the Adventist Health Advance
MD program, signing bonus, relocation
assistance, an income guarantee,
physician participation in policy
decision-making, remote-access digital
imaging, electronic medical records and
library system, and hospital-sponsored
events for the entire family.
Paradise, CA is located in the Sierra
Nevada foothills 90 minutes north of
Sacramento and 15 minutes east of
Chico (a diverse university town with a
population of 80,000). Nestled between
San Francisco and Lake Tahoe (each
about 175 miles away), Paradise offers
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Adventist Health—West Coast
Adventist Health is committed to sharing God’s
love by providing physical, mental, and spiritual
healing. As a not-for-profit, faith-based health
care system, this mission is shared by each of the
17 hospitals and numerous clinics and outpatient
facilities we own and manage in California,
Oregon, Washington, and Hawaii. To find out
more about current physician opportunities,
contact Ryan Rasmusson in Adventist Health’s
Physician Services department at (800) 8479840, e-mail phyjobs@ah.org or visit www.
adventisthealth.org/phyjobs
Residents and Fellows—Adventist Health’s
AdvanceMD program is all about you. With
AdvanceMD you get paid up to two years before
you complete your training. To compare locations,
find out additional details and be considered for
opportunities, visit www.advanceMDprogram.com
breathtaking scenery and outdoor activities
including fishing, boating, biking, hiking
and golf. There are several Adventist
churches in the area and a renowned
12-grade SDA academy. Paradise and
the surrounding communities host a
myriad of cultural events and are home to
the second largest reservoir in California
and one of the largest municipal parks
in the nation. We have over 260 days of
sunshine per year and an average annual
snowfall of 2 ½ inches. Median housing
prices average 25% less than that of the
rest of California.
In terms of schooling, Paradise Adventist
Academy is an outstanding K-12 grade
school with an 8th grade teacher that was
named the 2005 Teacher of the Year at
the annual Disney Teacher Awards! Over
95% of the graduates go on to college.
We are dedicated to extraordinary patient
care and continue to grow to meet the
needs of our community while meeting
the needs of our physicians in both their
practice and lifestyle:
• Our new Outpatient Surgery and
Endoscopy Center will open in 2013.
• In 2012, we opened a new 18bed Emergency Department!

CALIFORNIA—Dignity
Health Medical
Foundation: headquartered in
the Sacramento area, is currently seeking
physicians and mid-level providers for
primary care and specialty positions.
Our state-of-the-art care centers are
located in small to urban communities
throughout the state of California.
Our providers enjoy a collegial work
atmosphere, strong medical staff
support, and focusing on patient
care rather than the business side of a
practice. Our compensation packages
are extremely competitive with generous
salaries and benefits. For information
on specific opportunities and locations,
contact Ingrid Heil, 916-379-3971,
or send us your CV to providers@
dignityhealth.org. Dignityhealth.org.

• Our Cancer Center is
accredited by the American College of
Surgeons (2012 and 2010).
• We are affiliated with Stanford
University’s Medical School for
clinical trials and recently were
selected as one of only two hospitals
in California to participate in the
PARP Inhibitor trials for Triple
Negative Breast Cancer.
• In 2008, we opened a state-ofthe-art, 41,500 sq. ft. Rural Health
Center with a broad range of medical
specialties.
• We are a double CAPE
(California Award for Performance
Excellence) Gold Quality Award
winning hospital (in 2008 and 2010).
Our commitment to physicians and staff
reflects in our low nursing vacancy rate,
low physician turnover and the strong
relationship between the CEO and the
medical staff.
If you are interested in joining our
growing healthcare team, please contact
Patricia Huse at 530-876-7191 huseps@
ah.org or Keith Stilson at 530-876-2127
stilsokr@ah.org.

Come to the Seventh-day
Adventist Guam Clinic
located amongst the beautiful Northern
Mariana Islands in the South Pacific. You
will have the opportunity to minister to the
physical and spiritual needs of our wonderful
Guam community and surrounding islands,
while enjoying the tropical weather of this
historical and exotic island.
The Seventh-day Adventist Guam
Clinic is a part of the General Conference
(GC) Corporation of Seventh-day Adventist,
a non-profit religious organization and is

FAMILY/GENERAL PRACTICE in
Northern California, looking for a F/T
physician. Offering flexible hours. Our
group is located in Chico, California.
Well established (operating since
1960) outpatient clinic with our own
on-site Accredited Laboratory, X-Ray
and Mammogram screening department.
Chico and the surrounding areas offer
excellent public schools, private schools
and California State University Chico and
Butte Community College. There are two
Adventist schools, one located in Chico
and one in Paradise (20 minutes form
Chico). Chico is centrally located with
a short drive for providing water sports
and snow sports. Chico has two nice
golf courses. We are 3 hours from San
Francisco and 1.5 hours form Sacramento.
If interested, please call
(530) 345-0064, x 268.

Have you
visited our
website yet?
www.llusmaa.org

an entity of the Guam Micronesia Mission
(GMM). Some of the affiliates on island are
the Adventist World Radio, Simply Food,
Joy FM and Guam Adventist Academy, a
private school teaching from K3-12th grade.
We welcome DMA program participants,
third-year resident rotation, and fourth-year
medical student electives.
Seventh-day Adventist Guam Clinic is
seeking individuals in Internal Medicine,
Family Medicine, Orthopedic Surgeon,
Nurse Practitioner, Rheumatologist,
Dermatologists, Pediatricians, Hospitalist,
Physician Assistant, Physical Therapist,

OB/GYNs, Urologist, Surgeons,
Cardiologist, Dental Director and
Professional Recruiter.
We are looking for the right people
who are passionate about God’s work
and are dedicated with their hearts to
serve. Is it in your heart to help those in
need? Contact us today.
Call to learn about the benefits
and opportunities at 1(671) 646-8881
x 102; email hr@guamsda.com; visit
www.adventistclinic.com. Open your
heart to the wonderful people of Guam
and Micronesia today.

Hospitalist and Outpatient Positions - BC/BE — Internal
Medicine/Family Medicine
Location: Avista Adventist Hospital Louisville, Colorado
Position type: Full time - Employed
Description: Avista Adventist Hospital in Louisville, Colorado is a 114-bed
comprehensive medical center that provides a full range of medical specialties and
exceptional healthcare to the Louisville, Broomfield and surrounding Boulder area
communities.
Louisville, repeatedly rated as one of the “Top 100 Best Places to Live” by Money
magazine, is a growing community, just north of Denver (approximately 25 miles) and
about six miles east of Boulder, Colorado. For those who crave an active lifestyle, it doesn’t
get any better than Colorado. Known mostly for the mountains and for world-class skiing,
hiking, climbing and mountain biking, our communities also boast an equally notable
array of fine dining, parks, shopping, entertainment and educational offerings. Locals enjoy
over 300 days of sunshine per year, spread over four distinct seasons.
Avista Adventist Hospital is part of Centura Health, which is sponsored by Adventist
Health System and Catholic Health Initiatives and was formed over a decade ago to
strengthen their shared mission of continuing the healing ministry of Christ in the state
of Colorado. This not-for-profit organization now serves more than half a million people
through its hospitals, senior living facilities and home care services and provides more than
12,000 jobs as the state’s fourth largest employer.
Ideal candidates are those who are Board Certified but Board Eligible candidates
will be considered. Avista enjoys a century-old reputation for mission-driven,
whole person-centered care, with consistently high patient, physician and associate
satisfaction. This unique employment opportunity offers a complete compensation
package with full health benefits, malpractice coverage and much more. Avista’s
hospitalist program is an established program and features block scheduling and
local leadership. There are a variety of outpatient opportunities at sister hospitals
throughout the Denver metropolitan area. If you would like to learn more, please
contact Ken LeBlanc directly at (303) 804-8250 or email to kennethleblanc@centura.org.
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Rober t Marsh
Classmates in ’44-B and
Anatomy Lab

In some ways, th
ings haven’t chan
ged a bit. Today’s
Loma Linda Univ
ersity medical stu
dents are leaning
cadavers, their han
over
ds pulling back la
yers of muscle an
memorizing the
d
contours of the h
uman body just lik
students did in th
e
e 1940’s. But in o
ther ways, the lab
experience has ch
oratory
anged. Can you id
entify the differe
nces?
Please email com
ments to alumn
i journal@llusm
aa.org.
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